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CONCRETE
JUNGLE
What first started out as a personal project for
amateur photographer ALEX SABERI has grown
into a collection of nature images that has
attracted national media attention. All of the
images published here were taken in Richmond
Park in London and, as TOR McINTOSH found out,
you don’t have to travel very far to shoot
extraordinary wildlife images.

mpatience, having no interest
in using a super-long lens and
shunning a static camouflaged
hide for the mobility of two wheels
aren’t attributes you would associate
immediately with a successful nature
photographer. But then Alex Saberi
isn’t your average nature photographer.
The London-based web designer
turned award-winning photographer
sidestepped formal training and
instead turned to the internet to learn
the skills which helped him create
a beautiful portfolio of nature, wildlife
and landscape photographs. What is
even more impressive is that many of
his stunning photographs capture
scenes that a lot of city dwellers would
expect to see in remote rural locations,
rather than only a few miles from
London’s metropolis.
From a rooftop in Notting Hill, west
London, with the constant drone of
traffic and the occasional ear-piercing
siren providing the familiar background
noise of city living, I spoke to Alex
about his transformation from keen
amateur photographer to having his
collection of photographs taken in 

ALEX SABERI

I
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“ONE NIGHT WHEN I WAS BORED I
WAS JUST FLICKING THROUGH
OLD PHOTOS ON MY HARD DRIVE
AND I FOUND IT AND THOUGHT
‘WOW’, THIS IS DEFINITELY A
GOOD PHOTO.”

Angel
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Richmond Park, in south-west London, grace
the pages of many of the country’s national
and regional newspapers.
“I was always interested in photography,
but I only had a point-and-shoot camera and
never really expanded on it,” he explains.
“But [in 2005] I started to compete on this
website called DP Challenge where you have
a challenge every week under a different
genre, such as taking the best picture of
shadows or the best landscape photo; after
everybody has voted on their favourite photo
you have an overall winner at the end of the
week who is awarded a virtual ribbon.”
It was both the competitive side of the
weekly challenges and the creative aspect
of coming up with different and unusual
ideas that appealed to the web designer,
and it wasn’t long before he had built up an
impressive collection of virtual winners’
ribbons. Upgrading from his point-and-shoot
to his first DSLR, a Canon EOS 300D (he now
uses a Canon EOS 5D MkII), gave Alex the
chance to develop his photography further.
Although he enjoyed experimenting
with various genres through the weekly
competitions on DP Challenge, living next to
Richmond Park meant that he started to
focus on nature photography as a way of
escaping from the hustle and bustle of life
in central London.

“I REALISED THE THING I WAS MOST INTERESTED
IN WAS WAKING UP EARLY, CYCLING TO
RICHMOND PARK AND TAKING PHOTOS – IT WAS
LIKE AN ESCAPE FOR ME.”

BIOGRAPHY
Alex Saberi started
taking photos in 2005,
after buying his first
DSLR. He has won prizes
in a number of
photography
competitions, including the Environmental
Protection Agency’s wildlife competition and
Landscape Photographer of the Year. Most recently
his images of Richmond Park appeared in the
national press, including the Evening Standard,
The Times and the Sun.
www.alexsaberi.com
Call of the dark

ALEX SABERI

Kingfisher’s wait

“I realised the thing I was most interested
in was waking up early, cycling to Richmond
Park and taking photos – it was like an escape
for me. It sounds very cheesy, but it’s true,”
he laughs. “Being there so early is just
beautiful; there’s nobody there apart from
a few people walking their dogs and you feel
really close to the animals.”
Not only are the scenes that Alex captured
in Richmond Park breathtaking, especially as
they occur almost under the noses of the
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eight million people living in the capital, but
they also highlight the fact that you can
photograph nature, no matter where you live.
More importantly, even if you live in an urban
environment, you don’t need to travel far
from your doorstep to take photos of the
natural world; it’s just that you might need
to look a bit harder.
Not wanting to sound too much like an
advert for DP Challenge, Alex stops himself
when, for the umpteenth time, he refers to

the website during our interview. As a
self-taught photographer how did you teach
yourself? Answer: The DP Challenge forum
(“…the forum is really friendly; people come
from all over the world and there are
different levels of experience and experts in
different genres, so you can ask any
questions and you have comments on all
your photos too”). Are you inspired by other
photographers? Answer: DP Challenge
photographers (“…I was definitely inspired

by some of the photographers on DP
Challenge. There were amazing Icelandic
photographers and I wanted to learn what
they knew; I eventually ended up meeting a
few of them on one of the get-togethers and
we drove around Iceland taking photos”).
I think it’s fair to say that what propelled Alex
into the world of photography was, you
guessed it, the popular DP Challenge site.
The rise in the number of ‘pro-am’
photographers can be linked to the ease

with which people can now pick up a digital
camera, shoot, play, experiment, delete,
download and, if they’re lucky, sell.
It’s a contentious subject, especially for
photographers who have been in the
business a long time, but those such as Alex,
who use online forums to learn the art of
photography and then upload their work on
to photo-sharing sites, show how getting
access to the profession has changed
dramatically. A lot more people now own

a digital camera and it has inspired a
generation to think seriously about turning
their hobby into a profession. And Alex is
fully aware of this, agreeing that, say,
10 years ago he wouldn’t have had the online
platform to learn, experiment and ask
questions, or the camera equipment to make
it easy to shoot as many photos as he wishes
in one sitting.
Alex’s journey over the past six years from
being an amateur to verging on becoming 
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ALEX SABERI

Summer meadows

a professional epitomises a modern-day
photographer. It was no surprise to learn
that the photos by Alex which appeared in
many of the UK’s newspapers in April with
the headline A Year in the Life of Richmond
Park were initially picked up by the news
agency BNPS (Bournemouth News and
Picture Service) after a member of staff
spotted his portfolio on the photo-sharing
website, Flickr. The employee contacted Alex
asking for permission to submit the
collection to the newswires as the agency
had a good angle for a newsworthy story.
“They worded it right and did the whole
PR thing and it was snapped up by the
papers; I think I was just really lucky.”
Lucky, yes, but also talented and, above all,
dedicated. Over a lengthy period, Alex woke
up early most mornings (“it wasn’t every
single morning – that was the papers’ take
on it – and it wasn’t over one year, it was
probably over three years”) and cycled to
Richmond Park to take photos of the
changing seasons before heading to work,
sometimes returning in the evening.
“I'd wake up before it got light and head
straight to the park, and then leave to get to
work at 8.30am,” he explains. “I’d have
everything prepared the night before – my
breakfast ready and all my things on the
table – so I could get up and straight out the
door.” Although he wasn’t always the only
photographer in the park at the crack of
dawn, he was the only one making his way
around the park on a bicycle, unable to sit
still for too long due to a lack of patience,
which I find particularly amusing
considering he’s a nature photographer.
“Yeah, I’m not a man of patience,” he
admits. “Other photographers I see in
Richmond Park hang out in the same
location with their massive lenses – I’ve not
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Battle

got a bad lens, it is a 100-400mm – but I’m
the only photographer on a bike. I like
to shoot around from one bit to another
because I get bored easily. Also, I want to get
as much as I can each morning and not waste
my time, because you only get perhaps an
hour and a half of the maximum conditions
so you have to make the most of it.
“The worst thing I used to do was have to
wait. Nothing would happen and I’d think,
‘I’ve wasted all this time and it was a really
good misty morning.’” After capturing many
superb shots of deer during his time
photographing in the park – his backlit shot
of four stags perfectly lined up on a misty
autumn morning won the US Environmental
Protection Agency’s nature and wildlife
photo competition in 2008 – he was worried
that he was becoming known as Richmond
Park’s Deer Man. This was especially so
because the park has a rich variety of other
wildlife, including swans, rabbits, kingfishers,
squirrels, geese, damselflies and spiders,
which he spends much of the time capturing
too. One of his favourites taken in the park is
Angel, a photograph he captured in 2008 of
a swan stretching its wings on a misty brook,
which has since become one of his most

Realm of the deer
This image won the US Environmental Protection
Agency’s nature and wildlife photo competition in 2008.

popular images. Yet it was very nearly lost,
he admits, due to the disorganised filing
system on his hard drive. “It’s funny, I didn’t
even see that photo until last year; it was on
my hard drive and I’d overlooked it. I take
loads of photos every day, so they kinda get
lost on my hard drive. One night when I was
bored I was just flicking through old photos
on my hard drive and I found it and thought
‘wow’, this is definitely a good photo.”

Despite Alex being far removed from the
stereotype of a nature photographer,
I wonder if the success brought about by
the publication of his photos will tip him
towards buying a camouflage hide and an
enormous wildlife-specific lens.
“You never know,” he laughs. “If that’s
what it takes to get to the next level, then
maybe I will, but I’m always fearful that
maybe the success, well for me anyway, 

Call of the wild

Enchanted forest

“BEING THERE SO EARLY IS JUST
BEAUTIFUL; THERE’S NOBODY
THERE APART FROM A FEW PEOPLE
WALKING THEIR DOGS...”
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of getting the shots that I wanted was
actually because I was on a bicycle and using
a lens that was a little bit more versatile,
rather than having one of those massive
lenses. It would be great to be able to zoom
in more, but you’ve got to have a tripod and
you can’t be cycling around [with a tripod],
so I don’t think you get the flexibility. I don’t
know, it’s a tough one.” And taking it to the
next level – essentially quitting his day job as
a web designer to become a full-time
photographer – is a route Alex isn’t 100%
convinced he wants to take just yet.
“The thing for me is that combining
money with a hobby could corrupt the
passion because you have to earn the money
to pay your mortgage every month. Also, I
think you have to be a risk taker… and I’m
not a risk taker,” he admits. “Ultimately, it
would be great to do what I love full-time,

“ULTIMATELY, IT WOULD BE GREAT
TO DO WHAT I LOVE FULL-TIME BUT
WHETHER YOU CAN DO THAT AND
EARN ENOUGH MONEY TO LIVE IS
ANOTHER QUESTION...”

ALEX SABERI

Into the light

but whether you can do that and earn
enough money to live is another question.”
In the meantime Alex is keen to continue
the personal photo projects he regularly sets
himself, the latest being reflections of
London in the rain, while a recent purchase
of a macro lens will see him spicing up his
nature photography. Although London has
been his home for the past three decades, he
was born in Afghanistan and only moved to
the UK when he was five years old. I ask if he
would ever consider returning to the
troubled country of his birth to take photos
of the landscape and wildlife, but
photographing in the unsettled climate of
Afghanistan is definitely one step too far for
someone who doesn’t take risks.
“I’ve spoken to my father and my mother
about it, but it’s not a place to go [to 
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Summer fairy tale
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photograph] because there is a bomb
every day. The photographic opportunities
may be brilliant, but I just don’t want to take
the risk.”
Alex confesses that the safer and more
logical location to head to for his next
project is the New Forest, with its easy links
to London, beautiful landscapes and wildlife
opportunities. “I’m thinking of exchanging
deer for ponies,” he announces.
“And anyway, they’re much cuter.” PM

For more advice and techniques from the pros, go
to www.photographymonthly.com

ALEX’S TOP TIPS

ALEX SABERI

“ALEX CONFESSES THAT THE SAFER
AND MORE LOGICAL LOCATION TO
HEAD TO FOR HIS NEXT PROJECT IS
THE NEW FOREST...”

 Invest in a bicycle; the mobility of cycling means
if you spot something in the distance you can
get in a good position before the light fades or
animals disperse.
 Don’t get hung up on acquiring a massive lens –
sometimes covert tactics can help you to get
closer. Remember that the bigger the lens the
slower and less mobile you will be. I tend not to
use a tripod for this reason and rely instead on
IS lenses.
 If there’s not enough light to keep the shutter
speed up or ISO down, experiment by using a
flash to illuminate your subject. Setting the
flash to one side of the camera reduces the
chance of the light bouncing back from an
animal’s retina.
 For animals which can be easily spooked, try
getting closer gradually and not looking straight
at them. They will soon lose interest in you as
long as you don’t make any sudden movements.
 Getting up early can be hard, therefore I always
prepare my breakfast, clothes and gear the
night before so I can just get up and go in the
morning. My favourite season is autumn as
it has the perfect mix of the sun rising at
a respectable time, as well as amazing mists
and colours.
 Submit your photos to websites and forums
when starting off as this will help you to get
a feel for what appeals to people and you can
benefit from the feedback. It may be tough being
told your photo doesn’t hit the spot, but you
quickly learn why.
 Set yourself new challenges and projects.
This keeps you on your toes and helps you to
understand your equipment better, especially
if you experiment.
 For my Richmond Park series I would sometimes
get to the park and be disappointed in the
weather. Don’t despair; instead use these
periods to scout the area for places to revisit
when the conditions are right.
 Don’t ever delete photos that at first glance
don’t make the grade. I have rediscovered real
gems years later.

Midnight shelter
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